ST. WILFRID’S CE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Year Overview 2020-2021

THEME

Teacher: Miss Crawford

Teaching Assistant: Mrs Brosnan

Year: 2

Autumn

Spring

Summer

From Farm to Fork

Stepping back in time

Our Amazing World

ENGLISH

-Traditional Tales and
Fables
-Poetry

-Stories by the same
author
-Postcards and Letters

-Traditional Tales from
other cultures
- Information texts

- Report Writing
-Instruction writing
-Poetry

-Quest and adventure
stories
-Recount writing

-Stories in familiar settings
-Poetry

MATHS

-Place Value
-Addition and subtraction
-Weight, & length
-Geometry

-Multiplication and division
-Statistics
-Fractions
-Money
-Time

-Place Value
-Capacity & volume
-Geometry
-Money
-Multiplication and division

-Mass, weight, & length
-Addition and subtraction
-Fractions
-Geometry
-Time

-Place Value
-Addition and subtraction
-Capacity, volume &
temperature
-Fractions
-Geometry

-Time
-Multiplication & division
-Statistics
-Money

R.E.

LEADERS
What makes some people
inspiring to others?

CHRISTMAS
What is the meaning of gift
giving?

BELIEVING
What do Jewish people
believe, and how do they
show their beliefs?

EASTER
How does the Easter story
make you feel?

BELONGING
What does it mean to belong?

RELIGIOUS STORIES
Jewish and Christian Stories:
How and why some stories
are important in religion?

SCIENCE

Uses of everyday
materials

All living things

Habitats

Plants

Animals including humans

HISTORY /
GEOGRAPHY

G- Where does our
food come from?

H- Who were Florence
Nightingale & Mary
Seacole?

H- What started The
Great Fire of London?
G- (All about London)

G- Australia here we come!

G- Where do different
animals live?

ART &
D&T

-Traditional tales
artwork
-Food packaging

Everyday materials and
their properties
H- Why do we remember
the 5th November?
H- Who was Rosa Parks?
-Remembrance poppies
-Christmas Cards
-Christmas Puppets

- Kandinsky’s Circles
-Clay pinch pots

-Easter Cards
-Box model Fire Engines

- Van Gogh’s Sunflowers
-Aboriginal artwork

- Henri Roseau’s jungle
animals
-Animal collage

COMPUTING

Introduction to
computing

Algorithms

Internet Safety

Game testers

Collecting data and
debugging systems

Internet research

PHSE/ SEAL

-Being me
-Difference and diversity

-Bullying matters
- Money matters

- Keeping healthy
- Being Safe

-Being responsible
- Changes

-Exploring emotions
- Relationships

- Being healthy
- Growing up

PE

Multisport

Multisport

Multisport

